
How Does The 
Wingspan of Planes 
Affect The Distance?



Introduction 

Have you ever thrown a paper airplane and it spun out of control? Did you think to 
yourself  it was a bad throw ? What if it wasn’t the throw. What if instead it was the 
airplane itself.  To be more specific the wingspan.

 



Questions and Prediction 

My prediction  is that the shorter wingspan plane will go farther because  

 It’s more aerodynamic.     

Questions

1.How far it will go?

2. If the does the wingspan change the distinance?

3. If the wingspan does affect the distance what else could it affect?



Investigative method or procedure 

Firstly get your resources paper, a ruler,  a tape measure and pick a 
place to throw the airplanes from. After you've completed the first 
step find  out which two airplane designs you want preferably designs 
with a noticeable difference in wingspan. After that put a fully 
extended measuring tape in front of the place you picked . Then throw 
the airplane from the place you picked  find out far it flew with the 
measuring tape then document it on paper or computer.
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Data and graphs
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Conclusion 

My hypothesis was that the airplane with the smaller wingspan would go farther than the 
one with the larger wingspan because it is more aerodynamic. The smaller airplanes glide 
and descend slower than the larger airplane which allows it to cover more distance.  My 
experiment proved my hypothesis as the smaller airplane went farther than the larger 
wingspan airplane by an average of four feet. I could of improved  my experiment and 
research by making more paper planes with different designs to see if just the wingspan 
effects the length or if the design and wingspan affects the length the plane goes .  



How This Info Can Be improved And Applied 

My experiment can be applied to real life situations when making real airplanes or other 
structures that travel in the air and the information can be improved by making other 
and more designs and testing them. 
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